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Abstract
Three different numerical methods capable of solving the radiative transfer of microwave radiation within 3-D dichroic
media are compared. A case study, represented by an intense rain shaft populated by perfectly oriented oblate raindrops, is
analysed in detail, including a discussion of the behaviour of all four Stokes components.
Results demonstrate an acceptable agreement between all Monte Carlo methods. The method based on a discrete
ordinates scheme agrees only qualitatively with the Monte Carlo outputs. Because of its lower computational cost the
backward Monte Carlo technique based on importance sampling represents the most efﬁcient way to face passive
microwave radiative transfer problems related to optically thick 3-D structured clouds including non-spherical
preferentially oriented hydrometeors.
r 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The interaction of microwave radiation with clouds and precipitation has been studied for decades. The
physical process is adequately described by the vector radiative transfer equation (VRTE hereafter) (for details
see [1,2]), that can be solved with many different methodologies, a review of which is provided by Mätzler [3].
Only very recently techniques have been developed to numerically solve the radiative transfer equation for the
full Stokes vector in 3-D environment in the presence of non-isotropic media [4–7]. The latter condition
frequently occurs in nature because large atmospheric hydrometeors like falling raindrops, snow and other ice
crystals, tend to have non-spherical shapes and prefer horizontal orientations. Thus falling precipitation
represents a dichroic medium and polarization effects can play an important role. Moreover the combination
of scattering effects, the large spatial variation of the precipitating hydrometeors in the atmosphere (compared
to sensor footprints) and the partly reﬂecting properties of the surface puts weight on the consideration of
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three dimensional effects in microwave radiative transfer as well (for an overview of 3-D issues in the MW
region see [8]).
Although many benchmark results are available for RT within multilayered 1-D media (see [9–12]) or 3-D
[4,7,13–16], up to now there are no benchmark results for 3-D scenes in presence of dichroic material, and no
intercomparison studies have been carried out among codes that have these capabilities.
In this work, we consider a single 3-D scenario involving non-spherical hydrometeors perfectly oriented in
the horizontal plane. The RT computations in the MW region are performed by different models and the
outputs are compared and discussed.
2. Methods to solve the vector radiative transfer equation
The VRTE for monochromatic or quasi-monochromatic radiative transfer is generally written in its integrodifferential form as:
Z
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dr
where Ið~
r; s^Þ ¼ ½I; Q; U; V T is the four element column vector of radiances (Stokes vector) evaluated at
position ~
r in direction s^, hKi is the total extinction matrix, hai is the total absorption vector, B is the Planck
function, hZi is the total phase matrix, T is the temperature of the medium and dr is a path-length increment.
All quantities implicitly depend on the frequency n of the radiation. Eq. (1) can also be expressed in the
integral form:
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where Oð~
r0 ;~
r1 Þ is the evolution operator from point ~
r0 to point ~
r1 . For a homogeneous path it is given by
Oð~
r0 ;~
r1 Þ ¼ exp½hKð^sÞiDr,

(3)

where s^ is the direction speciﬁed by ~
r0  ~
r1 , and Dr ¼ j~
r0  ~
r1 j.
Several methods for numerically solving the VRTE for a scattering and emitting atmosphere as required for
the MW region, are extensively described in the literature in books like Liou [17]; Chandrasekhar [18]; Thomas
and Stamnes [19]; Tsang et al. [1,20]; Lenoble [21]; Goody and Young [22] or in reviews like Haferman [2];
Gasiewski [23]; Mätzler [3]. In this work, we consider three techniques of solving the 3-D VRTE: a backward
Monte Carlo, a forward Monte Carlo (with importance sampling), and a discrete ordinate iterative model.
A brief description of the three methodologies is provided hereafter together with the essential references.
2.1. Backward Monte Carlo (ARTS-MC)
The ARTS Monte Carlo (ARTS-MC) scattering module offers an efﬁcient method for polarized radiative
transfer calculations in arbitrarily complex 3-D cloudy cases. The ARTS-MC algorithm is described in detail
in Davis et al. [6]. The algorithm solves the integral form of the VRTE, given in Eq. (2), by applying Monte
Carlo integration with importance sampling (MCI). The algorithm may be pictured as tracing a large number
of photons backwards from sensor, in randomly selected multiply scattered propagation paths to either their
point of emission, or entry into the scattering domain. Davis et al. [6] gives a full description of the probability
density functions used to determine these propagation paths. This physical picture is identical to the
backward–forward Monte Carlo (BFMC) algorithm described by Liu et al. [16]. However, BFMC does not
account for dichroism, which is correctly accounted for in ARTS-MC by importance sampling, where every
Stokes vector contribution is properly weighted according to its probability density. ARTS-MC also utilizes
MCI for convolving the simulated Stokes vector with a 2-D antenna response function, for the detailed
simulation of remote sensing observations.
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Being part of the ARTS software package (http://www.sat.uni-bremen.de/arts/), ARTS-MC uses 3-D
spherical geometry, which is important for remote sensing applications with large zenith viewing angles,
especially limb sounding.
2.2. Forward Monte Carlo (fMC)
Battaglia and Mantovani [7] developed a plane parallel polarized code for oriented symmetric particles and
extended it to a 3-D fully polarized version, the one exploited in this work. In this code anisotropic effects are
taken into account both in the propagation and in the scattering events (not in the propagation segment only
like in the procedure followed by Roberti and Kummerow [24]). This avoids the introduction of biasing
techniques that can result in unphysical radiation contributions (i.e. with Stokes vector outside of the Poincaré
sphere). A considerable reduction in computational time is obtained thanks to biasing techniques (extensively
reviewed by Roberti [25]). The brightness temperatures are computed at some prescribed viewing angles and
averaged over ﬁnite regions when 3-D or 2-D problems are considered. As such, the code can actually simulate
only problems where spatially averaged quantities are sought (like the radiation sensed by radiometers with
ﬁnite footprints). With the inclusion of biasing techniques, the computing time problem becomes
‘‘manageable’’ for MW scenarios where total optical thickness does not exceed several units.
2.3. Discrete ordinate iterative method (DOIT)
Besides the Monte Carlo module the ARTS model includes the discrete ordinate iterative (DOIT) module
for the computation of polarized radiative transfer in cloudy atmospheres [5]. Usually DOIT is only used for
1-D radiative transfer calculations, because the 3-D mode has several difﬁculties. The DOIT method basically
works as follows: the radiation ﬁeld is discretized in the spatial domain (pressure, latitude, longitude) and in
the angular domain (zenith and azimuth angle). Solving the radiative transfer equation for the whole
atmosphere would be computationally too expensive, therefore it is solved only for that part of the
atmosphere (called the ‘‘cloud box’’) which contains the scattering hydrometeors. As a boundary condition the
incoming clear sky radiances are required. The interpolated clear sky ﬁeld is used as a ﬁrst guess to compute
the scattering integral within the cloud box. Using the ﬁrst guess scattering integral the radiative transfer
equation can be solved at all points in the cloud-box for all possible propagation directions. Thus a new
radiation ﬁeld is obtained which again is used to compute the scattering integral and the radiative transfer
equation. These iterations are repeated until convergence is reached. The major difﬁculty of the method is to
ﬁnd appropriate grids for the accurate representation of the radiation ﬁeld in both the spatial domain and the
angular domain. A grid optimization method is used in order to ﬁnd the appropriate zenith angle grid for 1-D
calculations, but so far there is no grid optimization for the spatial domain and for the azimuth angle grid.
Another difﬁculty related to the computational grids is the CPU time, which increases approximately by a
factor of 25 if the resolutions of the spatial and angular grids are doubled.
3. Benchmark result: raining cloud box at 19:4 GHz
We have considered a homogeneous 4  4  4 km3 cloud containing horizontally oriented raindrops, which
are modelled as oblate spheroids. The axial ratios (lower than 1) are parameterized according to Andsager
et al. [26] as a function of equivalent spherical raindrop diameter D (in cm):
b
¼ 1:0048 þ 0:0057D  2:628D2 þ 3:682D3  1:677D4 ,
(4)
a
while the drops have an exponential Marshall and Palmer size distribution [27], with a rainfall rate equal to
25 mm/h. The refractive index of water is assumed to be 5:8393 þ i2:9604 throughout the cloud. The nadir
vertical optical thickness of the cloud is 2:33 while the horizontal optical thickness is 2.39 and 1.89 for
horizontally and vertically polarized radiation, respectively. The single scattering albedo (direction and
polarization dependent) is around 0.25. The surface is assumed to be a blackbody with temperature
T s ¼ 283:15 K. The model atmosphere is saturated with a linear lapse rate of 5 K=km, therefore the
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Fig. 1. Schematic for the rain cloud simulation: lateral view (left panel) and top view (right panel). Radiances have been computed at
observation points located at the centre of each grid labelled by indices ði; jÞ with i ¼ 1; . . . ; 8 and j ¼ 1; . . . ; 4. The grey shaded area
contains the rain system. White areas contain only atmospheric gases.

temperature decreases from 283:15 close to the surface to 263.15 K at 4 km. Cosmic radiation impinges at
T c ¼ 2:7 K at the top of the atmosphere. A schematic of the simulation is shown in Fig. 1. This simple scenario
was chosen to ensure straightforward implementation in the three RT models, thus reducing the likelihood of
differences in model output due to input inconsistency. Also, this scenario follows a previous modelling
example by Czekala et al. [28] and can explain important features like the polarization signatures observed at
the top and at the bottom of a raining layer. In particular, ground-based observations have conﬁrmed the
presence of negative polarization (see [29–31]) in downwelling radiation coming from raining clouds. Example
ground-based Q observations at 19.2 GHz, and at 30 elevation angle, are shown in Czekala et al. [30]. Q
shows a typical negative signal ﬁrst decreasing with increasing T B , then saturating around 200 K and ﬁnally
increasing towards zero for T B 4220 K). This behaviour of Q can be explained by 1-D raining cloud
containing perfectly aligned non-spherical raindrops. However, in this same observational dataset, Czekala
et al. [30] noticed the presence of events with very bad agreement between model and observations. In
particular strong negative Q signals down to 9 K have been reported, which cannot be simulated in a 1-D
frame. The coincidentally observed high rain rates suggest a convective precipitation type, which is typically of
small horizontal scale. Czekala et al. [30] conclude that 3-D effects are very likely to be present in these
situations. Because of this observational context, we focus the intercomparison study on the downwelling
radiances.
3.1. Single scattering properties
The single scattering properties of the rain layer have been computed by the package PyARTS (http://
www.met.ed.ac.uk/cdavis/PyARTS/). This method is based on Tmatrix computations, [32]; an
analytical orientation averaging of the extinction matrix (according to [33]) is included. The integration of the
scattering properties over the size distribution has been performed by a Gauss–Laguerre quadrature scheme.
For particle distributions of horizontally aligned raindrops that are oriented randomly in the azimuth the
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Fig. 2. Extinction matrix elements K jj and K 12 , absorption coefﬁcients a1 and a2 and K DP (/ K 34 ) for the RR ¼ 25 mm=h at
f ¼ 19:4 GHz.

phase matrix (and also the extinction matrix and the absorption vector) become independent of the incident
azimuth angle in this frame. The extinction matrix hKi has only three independent elements [the diagonal term
K jj , K 12 ð¼ K 21 Þ, and K 34 ð¼ K 43 Þ] while the absorption coefﬁcient vector has only the ﬁrst two elements a1
and a2 different from zero (Fig. 2). At vertical incidence K 12 ¼ a2 ¼ 0 while both become negative at zenith
angles different from zero: in fact, due to the alignment and the oblateness of the raindrops the absorption/
emission and extinction for the horizontal polarized radiation is larger than for the vertical component. The
differential propagation phase K DP , depicted in Fig. 2 (but with the reference yscale on the right-hand side) is
identical to K 34 except for the conversion to degrees/km.
The phase matrix Z depends on the zenith angle yi of the incident radiation, on the zenith angle ys of the
scattered radiation and on the relative azimuthal angle DF ¼ Fi  Fs . Due to the reciprocity relationship (see
chapter 1 in [34]), and to the symmetry of this case, we need only half of the angular grids for DF and half for
yi . The scattering phase matrix elements are available at the web-site http://www.meteo.uni-bonn.de/
mitarbeiter/battaglia/.
3.2. Models setup
ARTS-MC simulations were done on several 2.8 GHz dual CPU PCs, some with hyper-threading, some
without. Up to four simulations were run concurrently on hyper-threaded machines and up to two were run
concurrently on machines without hyper-threading. The simulations were run with an accuracy of 0.01 K for
the ﬁrst Stokes component, but with a time-limit of 2000s. In most cases, this time limit was reached, with the
actual accuracy ranging from 0.01 to 0.02 K. With the exception of viewing directions that miss the cloud, the
number of photons used was of the order of 107 . The atmospheric grid had 20 pressure levels, linearly spaced
with respect to altitude. Both the latitude and longitude grids incorporated a course grid of 20 points between
4:0 and þ4:0 , merged with a ﬁne grid of 10 points spanning the area of the cloud. The large extent of the
coarse grid stems from the requirement that in ARTS all incoming radiation must enter from the top of the
atmosphere or the earth surface, not from a side-face.
The fMC grid has a natural Cartesian conﬁguration, so that the rain shaft was positioned at the centre of
the 140 km wide background clear sky atmosphere. The collection grid consists of 64  128 pixels, each
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250  250 m2 wide, which cover the whole region drawn in the right panel of Fig. 1. The radiation ﬁeld has
been computed at 20 zenith angle both at the surface and at the top of the rain layer ð4 kmÞ. On a one 1.7 GHz
single CPU PC, the simulation took approximately 10 days.
For the ARTS-DOIT simulations, only one 3.06 GHz single CPU PC was used. The spatial grid resolution
was exactly the same as for the ARTS-MC simulations. The 1D-optimized zenith angle grid included 74 points
and an equidistant grid including 37 points was taken as azimuth angle grid. The convergence limit was 0.1 K
for the ﬁrst Stokes component and 0.01 K for the other components. Note that the convergence limit does not
correspond to the accuracy of the results, because errors due to the missing grid optimization for 3-D
calculations dominate. All results are obtained from a single calculation which took approximately 18 h
computation time.
4. Results
The downwelling Stokes vector at the ground is computed at different positions relative to the rain shaft for
21 zenith viewing angles, speciﬁed by m ¼ cos Y, sampled between 1 and 0 with step 0.05. The radiances are
simulated as sensed by a radiometer with an inﬁnitely ﬁne angular resolution either located underneath the
cloud [grid points ði; jÞ with i ¼ 5; . . . ; 8 in Fig. 1] or looking at the side of the cloud from outside of the rain
shaft (grid points with i ¼ 1; . . . ; 4 in Fig. 1). While the ARTS-MC and the ARTS-DOIT-3D compute the
Stokes vector exactly at the centre of each grid box, fMC averages the Stokes vector over a ﬁnite horizontal
region of 250 m  250 m. This region is indicated by a dash-dotted square only for the grid (2, 2) in Fig. 1. To
assess the variability of the radiances inside this region the results of the radiances computed by averaging over
this small region are evaluated with another backward scheme (see discussion in Section 4.3).
4.1. I and Q channels
Results for I and Q at grid points with j ¼ 1 (see right panel of Fig. 1) are plotted in Fig. 3: the upper four
panels refer to observation points outside of the cloud, the last four panels to observations from underneath
the cloud. Let us consider the I and Q values as computed at the centre of pixel ð1; 1Þ (top panels in Fig. 3). As
inferable from the sketch in the left panel of Fig. 1 the radiance ﬁeld is not affected by the raining cloud until
the zenith angle becomes greater than Y1 ¼ 41:2 (m ¼ 0:75). Therefore in the interval between m ¼ 1 and 0:75
the intensity corresponds to clear sky radiance and there is no polarization. For zenith angles greater than Y1
the polarization signal has a sudden steep decrease down to values lower than 4:5 K. This is due to the fact
that at small slant optical thickness both the emitted and the scattered contributions to polarization tend to be
negative. For zenith angles greater than 53:1 the polarization increases again; here the optical thickness
becomes considerably higher than 1. A relative maximum is then found at Y2 ¼ 61:9 , i.e. m ¼ cosðY2 Þ ¼ 0:47.
At this angle the slant geometrical thickness rsl through the cloud is 4.5 km. This corresponds to a slant optical
thickness equal 2.6 for unpolarized radiation. With further increasing zenith angles another minimum is found
around m ¼ 0:25; then Q goes back to values close to zero or even slightly positive at grazing angles. The
intensity has a much smoother behaviour with a constant increase in T B when moving toward higher zenith
angles and the well-known saturation of T B at large optical thicknesses.
When approaching the cloud with the observation point (second line panels in Fig. 3) the transition between
clear sky and rain is practically absent. Since the observation point ð4; 1Þ is 0.5 km from the cloud edge, the
transition occurs at m ¼ 0:9923 while the ﬁrst computed point different from the zenith direction is at m ¼ 0:95.
The T B s immediately adjust to warmer values, characteristic of high cloud optical thickness. Now Q decreases
not as fast as before and the hump structure practically disappears (except for the inﬂection point at m ¼ 0:66).
For zenith angles with m  0:25 the behaviour of both I and Q is quite similar to the one recorded at position
ð1; 1Þ. This is expected since the radiometer is sensing in both cases the full horizontal extent of the rain shaft.
When observing the rain shaft from underneath the cloud at position ð5; 1Þ a cusp is observed in the intensity
pattern. In this conﬁguration the observed optical thickness of the cloud increases when scanning from nadir
to 41:2 (m ¼ 0:75), correspondingly also T B increases. The successive decrease is due to the reduction of the
sensed slant optical thickness. At grazing angles the optical thickness increases again due to increasing path
within the pure gas absorption region. When going further inside the cloud (i ¼ 6; 7) the position of the
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Fig. 3. Intensity I (left panel) and polarization difference Q (right panel) evaluated at different grid points as indicated in the title of each
panel (use Fig. 1, right panel, as a reference).
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maximum moves closer to nadir. At position ð8; 1Þ the maximum is so close to nadir that it cannot be captured
by our zenith angle sampling. In this case T B is much colder than in the former case because of the reduced
cloud optical thickness. Q has a typical concave shape for all positions underneath the cloud with the position
of the minimum being around m ¼ 0:3, 0.4 and minimum values of polarization reaching around 6 and
4:5 K for position ð5; 1Þ and ð8; 1Þ, respectively. Note that for position ð7; 2Þ (not shown) Q can go down to
8 K. In a 1-D rain shaft with the same vertical structure Q never reaches values lower than 4 K at all
viewing angles. Thus these ﬁndings credit the hypothesis of 3-D effects formulated by Czekala et al. [30] as
possible explanation for the ground-based observations of strongly negative Q (for further details see [35]).
Pure geometrical considerations allow the conclusion that the same Q patterns are symmetric with respect to
the line x ¼ 2 km in the right-hand panel of Fig. 1, e.g. Qð5; 2Þ ¼ Qð5; 3Þ. Note that, because of the ﬁniteness of
the cloud, for some pixels, Q values different from zero are found even at nadir. This is due to the asymmetry
between orthogonal horizontal directions introduced by the ﬁniteness of the cloud. The geometric structure of
the cloud implies that Qnadir ð5; 1Þ ¼ Qnadir ð6; 2Þ ¼ 0 while Qnadir ð5; 2Þ ¼ Qnadir ð6; 1Þa0. The two different
Monte Carlo codes are capturing these features. For instance Qnadir ð6; 1Þ assumes values between 0:55 and
0:75 K. On the other hand ARTS-DOIT-3D always gives zeros values for Q at nadir.
4.2. U and V channels
The presence of a 3-D structures represents the source of non-zero U and V values as well. For these
parameters we expect an anti-symmetry with respect to the line x ¼ 2 km, i.e. Uð:; kÞ ¼ Uð:; 4  kÞ and
V ð:; kÞ ¼ V ð:; 4  kÞ with k ¼ 1; 2. U and V are shown in Fig. 4 for the same pixels considered in Fig. 3.
Generally, the U is an order of magnitude smaller than the Q; however, it can reach values higher than 1 K.
ARTS-DOIT-3D always gives values close to zero; obviously this model is not able to simulate such small
polarization difference values. On the other hand very good agreement is found between ARTS-MC and fMC
simulations. Similarly to the Q values, also when looking at U nadir Monte Carlo results respect the symmetry
U nadir ð6; 12Þ ¼ U nadir ð7; 12Þa0 and U nadir ð5; 12Þ ¼ U nadir ð8; 12Þa0 with opposite values when U is evaluated in
grids the column of which is labelled with index j equal to 3 or 4.
V is an order of magnitude smaller than U, so that this channel becomes even more sensitive to different RT
models. In this case also ARTS-MC and fMC substantially disagree. However, the coupling of V is that weak
that it does not substantially affect the other Stokes parameters.
4.3. Relative accuracy of the codes
Relative errors between the three different codes in correspondence to the panels shown in Fig. 3 are
depicted in Fig. 5. The Monte Carlo codes can provide an estimate of the statistical error based on the
variance of the Stokes component derived from the prescribed number of photons. Generally, backward
Monte Carlo schemes have negligible statistical errors, because it is computationally feasible to run enough
photons to reduce the typical vertical and horizontal T B errors to less than 0:01 K. The statistical error of the
fMC, however is still not negligible (see the error bars in Fig. 5) because of the high computational cost of the
procedure. In Fig. 5 all variables are compared to the results obtained by the ARTS-MC scheme, which is
taken as a reference. The ARTS-DOIT-3D results are biased with respect to the other two codes especially
when looking at the cloud from the inside [e.g. differences up to 30 K in T B and up to 1:1 K in Q can be found
at pixel (8,1), bottom panels in Fig. 5]. There is a good agreement between the ARTS-MC and the fMC,
particularly for points underneath the cloud (DQ  0:2 K and DI  1 K). Large differences (as large as 5 K in I
and 0:4 K in Q) are found when looking at the rain shaft from the outside. Regarding U and V, only an
intercomparison between the different Monte Carlo procedures is performed (ARTS-DOIT-3D always gives
U and V close to zero). For U the difference between fMC and ARTS-MC are never higher than 0:1 K and the
general structure of the signal is similar. But V results in completely different patterns. In both cases the signal
remains, however lower than 0:25 K.
To explain the small differences between ARTS-MC and fMC we have to stress that while ARTS-MC and
ARTS-DOIT-3D are part of the same software package, fMC is a separate code, with its own I=O routines.
The reason for the disagreement between ARTS-MC and fMC may depend on different tracing and scattering
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Fig. 4. U (left panels) and V channel (right panels) evaluated at different grid points as indicated in the title of each panel (use Fig. 1, right
panel, as a reference).

procedures and in particular different interpolation schemes when dealing with the phase function. A large
part of the discrepancy could be due to the difference between spherical (ARTS-MC), and Cartesian (fMC)
geometry. This difference will result in signiﬁcant differences in incoming radiation at zenith angles close to the
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limb, which will affect the scattering integral calculation. Aside from the difference in geometry, details of
atmospheric grid discretization and interpolation will also lead to small differences.
To verify that the cause of the disagreement resides in implementation issues such as those mentioned
above, and not in some fundamental problem with either ARTS-MC or fMC, the backward methodology
described in Davis et al. [6] was implemented in the same software framework as fMC so that both algorithms
could be compared within Cartesian geometry, and with the same I=O and sampling routines. We refer to this
new implementation as bMC (and this is now also available at http://www.meteo.uni-bonn.de/mitarbeiter/
battaglia/).
In the panels of Fig. 5 we have included results from the bMC in two conﬁguration: one which computes the
radiation at the centre of the grids (like ARTS-MC and ARTS-DOIT-3D) and another one which averages
the radiation ﬁeld over the averaging area of the fMC scheme (thus the abbreviation hbMCi). Note that the
hbMCi and the bMC are always very close: this means that the radiation ﬁeld is almost linear in the averaging
region. Only in the upper left panel of Fig. 5 there are consistent biases between the two codes in terms of
intensities with values as high as 4 K for viewing angles m around 0.75. This is expected because these angles
correspond exactly to the cloud edge; in the sharp transition between pure sky and precipitating cloud the
radiation ﬁeld for the same viewing angle is expected to have strong gradients, especially when moving in the
y-direction (see Fig. 1). Therefore, the differences between the ARTS-MC and the fMC cannot be attributed
to the spatial averaging performed by the fMC. For I, Q, U, and V the differences between bMC and fMC
were less than than 1, 0.1, 0.1 and 0:02 K, i.e. lower than the statistical error dI, dQ, dU, dV , respectively. This
conﬁrms that the small differences between ARTS-MC and fMC were due to the implementation differences
outlined above, and that the backward and forward Monte Carlo methods are indeed consistent.
5. Conclusions and recommendations
Radiative transfer computations with a 3-D scenario including a rain shaft with perfectly oriented raindrops
have been performed with three different methodologies, a backward Monte Carlo, a forward Monte Carlo
and a discrete ordinate iterative method. Although quite simple the scenario is believed to be an interesting
test-bed because it can be related to ground-based observations and because all four Stokes vector are
different from zero. Results demonstrate a qualitative agreement between all methods for the ﬁrst two Stokes
components. However, a quantitative agreement has been found only among the Monte Carlo codes whereas
the ARTS-DOIT-3D methodology agrees only qualitatively with the Monte Carlo outputs. The reason for
that has to be ascribed to the difﬁculty of ARTS-DOIT-3D to describe a radiation ﬁeld with strong gradients
like that generated by the sharp boundaries of the raining shaft. For this reason 3D DOIT simulations can
only be used in order to estimate the cloud effect qualitatively. On the other hand ARTS-MC and fMC
generally agree well in all channels with the only exception of V (that is any way always smaller than 0:3 K).
An even better agreement has been found between fMC and bMC (especially in the run hbMCi), both coded
within the same f 77 platform (with common subroutines for tracing and scattering) and the same I=O frame,
and with a Cartesian grid. This demonstrates the equivalence between the forward methodology (see [7]) and
the backward–forward methodology (see [6]). The remaining disagreement between ARTS-MC and fMC is
believed to be attributable to differences in the atmospheric grid set-up (spherical in the ARTS-MC) and in the
tracing and scattering procedures. The fMC, as implemented, has very high computational costs (in our
simulation it is more than one order of magnitude slower than the bMC, still with some not negligible
statistical noise!).
When compared to other techniques for solving the VRTE the ARTS-MC algorithm has some advantages:
 All computational effort is dedicated to calculating the Stokes vector at the location of interest and in the
direction of interest. This is particularly relevant for space-borne remote sensing, where we are only
interested in a narrow ﬁeld of view. This is in contrast to forward Monte Carlo and discrete ordinate
methods where the whole radiation ﬁeld is calculated.
 CPU and memory cost scales more slowly with grid size than discrete ordinate methods. Thus large or
detailed 3-D scenarios are not a problem. This stems from the suitability of MCI for evaluating integrals
over highly dimensioned spaces. In addition to the CPU cost, which increases dramatically in 3D DOM
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applications with the number of grid-points in each dimension, also the memory requirements become
prohibitive at moderate grid sizes due to the requirement that the radiance in every direction must be stored
at every grid point.
 Optically thick media are no problem. A feature of backward Monte Carlo algorithms is that only parts of
the atmosphere that actually contribute to the observed radiance are considered in the computation. So
where the medium is optically thick due to absorption or scattering, only the parts of the atmosphere closest
to the sensor are ‘‘visited’’ by the algorithm. This contrasts with DOM and fMC methods, which require the
computation of the whole radiation ﬁeld and where added optical thickness further restricts the number of
photons reaching the sensor.
This study conﬁrms that the backward Monte Carlo technique based on importance sampling represents
currently the most efﬁcient way to face polarized radiative transfer problems within thick 3-D-structured
clouds including non spherical preferentially oriented hydrometeors. It should be noted that this
recommendation applies only for passive remote sensing applications and long wavelengths, where strong
localized sources can be neglected.
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